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Precision nanoscale deposition is a fundamental 

requirement for much of current nanoscience research. 
Further, depositing a wide range of materials as nanoscale 
features onto diverse surfaces is a challenging requirement 
for nanoscale processing systems. Dip Pen 
Nanolithography™ (DPN®) is a high resolution scanning 
probe-based direct-write technology emerging as a 
promising solution for these requirements. It is 
fundamentally a bottom up nanoscale deposition technique 
(i.e. templated assembly); however, direct-write with etch 
resist “inks” leads to a powerful form of top down 
nanofabrication. NanoInk’s platform system, the 
NSCRIPTOR™, is an instrument and software package 
enabling nanoscale registry and alignment, sophisticated 
CAD design, and high quality AFM imaging. To support 
this, NanoInk has developed chemical ink libraries, MEMS 
pen systems for serial and massively parallel printing, and 
selective ink delivery systems. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
Dip Pen Nanolithography is NanoInk's patented process 

for deposition of nanoscale materials onto a substrate.  The 
vehicle for deposition can include pyramidal scanning 
probe microscope tips, hollow tips, and even tips on 
thermally actuated cantilevers.  The DPN process uses a 
coated scanning probe tip (the “pen”) to directly deposit a 
material (“ink”) with nanometer-scale precision onto a  

 
substrate [1, 2].  It is an amazingly robust and versatile 
technique, and can deposit a variety of organic and 
inorganic molecules onto a variety of substrates [3] under 
ambient conditions (Fig. 1).  Further, thermal DPN (tDPN) 
grants access to an even wider range of ink materials by 
enabling solid ink deposition via a heated tip [4]. 

Table 1 provides an instructive look at DPN’s place 
among nanopatterning techniques:  it is highly scalable with 
the use of multi-pen arrays;  it is a technique that enables 
both bottom up nanofabrication (self-assembly, templating) 
[5] and top down resist-based techniques [6];  and it is high 
resolution (14 nm line widths, 20 nm pitches) [7].  DPN is a 
direct-write technique, so materials of interest can be placed 
exactly (and only) where desired.  Among sub-50 nm 
techniques – such as e-beam lithography – DPN is 

 
 

Table 1:  Comparing Nanopatterning Techniques -- DPN’s Competitive Advantages 
Cost 

Approach Nanopatterning 
Technique 

Serial / 
Parallel 

Material 
Flexibility Resolution 

Registration
Accuracy Speed Equipment Operating 

Photolithography parallel no ~ 65 nm high very fast $10M++ high 

E-Beam Lithography serial no ~ 15 nm high medium $1M - $20M high Top down 
Nanoimprint 

Lithography (NIL) 
parallel no ~ 10 nm high fast $1.6M high:  fabrication 

of masters 

enables both Dip Pen 
Nanolithography 

(DPN) 

serial or 
parallel 

pens 

yes 14 nm extremely 
high 

slow, but highly 
scalable 

$180k low 

enables both Microcontact Printing 
(µCP) 

parallel yes ~100 nm low fast ~$200k high  
(mask sets) 

Bottom up Scanning Tunneling 
Microscopy (STM) 

serial limited atomic / 
molecular 

extremely 
high 

very slow ~$200k - 
$1M 

low 

 

Fig. 1:  Schematic of the Dip Pen Nanolithography 
(DPN) process.  A molecule-coated AFM tip deposits 
ink via a water meniscus onto a substrate. 
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the only one that can directly deposit molecules under 
ambient conditions [1, 2, 8, 9].  In addition, because 
NanoInk’s nanolithography platform – the NSCRIPTOR (Fig. 
2) – is based on scanning probe microscopy (SPM) 
technology, it is inherently capable of both pattern 
fabrication and immediate verification of the result by 
imaging.  Further, DPN leverages the extremely accurate 
and precise positioning of SPM to achieve alignment 
registry between consecutively written nanoscale chemical 
patterns, or between a DPN pattern and microscale 
structures.  The ability to precisely align multiple 
structures, consisting of distinct chemical or biomolecule 
functionalities, is a feature that makes DPN the ideal 
technique for bottom-up nanofabrication. 

 
2 TODAY’S APPLICATIONS 

 
Applications of this technology are diverse.  DPN 

applications can be broadly categorized according to 
NanoBio (biomolecular nanoarrays, and controlling 
biorecognition processes from the molecular to cellular 
level);  Nanoelectronics (materials, CNT manipulation, 
conductive inks);  and fundamental nanofabrication 
techniques, such as templated assembly and etch resist 
methods, which support development in the first two areas.  
These are only generalized distinctions, however, as there is 
great overlap and synergy between the different areas of 
applied DPN. 

The DPN process also displays extraordinary chemical 
versatility.  The DPN process is very general with respect to 
the molecules that may be transferred from the probe to the 
surface:   small organic surfactants, charged 
macromolecules such as conjugated polymers and proteins, 
sol-gel precursors, metal oxides, direct metal deposition, 
and even nanoparticles [1,2, 5-9].  Substrates include metals 
(gold), insulators (aluminum oxide, silicon oxide) and 
semiconductors (GaAs).  When using oligomer or protein-
based inks, the DPN method can produce nanoscale spotted 
features which are much smaller than conventional bio-
arrays [10, 11].  For example, Mirkin and co-workers [12] 
generated Lysozyme and Immunoglobulin G (IgG) 
nanoarrays. The arrays featured structures as small as 100 
nm in diameter and were shown to exhibit an almost  
 
 

 
complete absence of non-specific binding of proteins to the 
passivated areas of the structure. 

Mirkin et al. also found that one can pattern arbitrary 
structures of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) by attaching them to 
pre-DPN-patterned MHA templates, passivated by ODT 
[13].  It is a powerful and elegant templating technique, 
especially considering the traditional difficulty in working 
with CNTs.  Integration of the nanotube materials in all 
cases relies on one’s ability to control the placement, 
orientation and shape of the nanotube components;  their 
work demonstrates all of these traits.  Extending the 
technique using large area multi-pen patterning techniques 
(described below), they created arrays of very precisely 
sized, positioned, and oriented single walled CNTs (Fig. 3).  
Further, using nanotubes in devices involves making 
electrical contact with them, an aim furthered by recent 
work by King et al. [14].  They directly deposited nanoscale 
conductive traces of indium using tDPN probes, a type of 
“nano-soldering.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3:  TMAFM topographic images of SWNTs attached to 
MHA affinity templates.  (a)  Parallel aligned SWNTs.  (b)  
Linked SWNTs.  (c)  Arbitrary line structure showing precise 
positioning, bending, and linking of SWNTs. 

A B C 

Fig. 2:  (a)  The NSCRIPTOR DPN instrument.  (b)  Screen capture of InkCAD software showing nanoscale 
interdigitated line patterns.  (c) Forward LFM image of interdigitated DPN line patterns of MHA written onto mica-
peeled gold.  We observe line widths and pitches down to 20 nm, and placement precision better than 10 nm 
according to standard deviation measurements. 
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2.1 Bottom Up Nanobio 

Site specific deposition of biomolecules can be a tricky 
problem.  Reducing deposited volumes to the nanoscale is 
further difficult.  And maintaining bioactivity (i.e. before 
proteins denature) can be extremely tough.  However, a 
recent breakthrough from Vega et al. [15] has enabled all of 
these things simultaneously:  zinc surface passivation 
enables nanoscale site-specific placement of general 
biomolecules on MHA templates, maintaining almost 100% 
bioactivity.  Fig. 5 shows nanoscale placement and 
orientation of single TMV virus particles.  This technique 
has also been demonstrated with Influenza A, and HIV 
[16].  Single particle site isolation is critical for studying the 
behavior of individual viruses.  In this way, the Mirkin 
group uncovered another nanobio characteristic that paves 
the way for a great deal of research:  virus density has a 
huge effect on infectivity rates.  This also leads to new 
methods studying the effectiveness of new drugs and new 
delivery techniques. 

And using the large scale patterning described below, the 
process is scalable and can cover large areas for statistical 
investigations of individual bioprocesses. 
 
2.2 Top Down Nanostructures – High 

Throughput DPN 

In addition to bottom up assembly of nanostructures, 
DPN can be used in a top down approach.  Zhang et al.  [6] 
showed that thiol layers on gold/silicon substrates can serve 
as etch resist layers.  In this way, patterns of metal, silicon, 
glass, or chrome nanostructures can be generated from a 
thiol resist layer. 

This approach can then be coupled to patterning with 
large 1D pen arrays.  Salaita et al. [17] used NanoInk multi-
pen arrays to pattern MHA on an Au substrate  (Fig. 4).  
156 identical patterns were generated on a gold substrate, 
which was subsequently etched to produce silicon features.  
This massively parallel approach to DPN works because 
DPN is force-independent, and thus forgiving with respect 
to probe array leveling.  This work shows that DPN can 
overcome its single greatest limitation – that of throughput.  
Such rapid patterning over large areas validates DPN’s 
viability as a nanofabrication method.  Among other uses, 
these samples can serve as high resolution masters for 
imprint lithography, photonic lattices, or catalytic growth 
templates. 

 
3 PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, FUTURE 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
 
NanoInk is currently developing two dimensional probe 

arrays to vastly expand the power of the large area 
patterning work described above.  Fig. 6 shows concept 
technology for a two dimensional 55,000 pen array.  The 
array covers a square centimeter and is compatible with 
standard NSCRIPTOR patterning technology.  As such, 
nanostructures can be rapidly and flexibly patterned over a 
large area with precise, piezo-controlled positioning 

Fig. 5:  TMAFM topographic images of perpendicular 
nanoarrays of single TMV virus particles. 

 Si(111) Si(100)
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E 
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Fig. 4:  High throughput DPN with etch resist.  (a)  Commercially available 1D array of 156 pens (NanoInk).  (b)  
Individual 26 pen array.  (c)  Thiol patterns written on Au layer act as (d) a resist layer when etching.  (e)  SEM image of 
24 of the 156 resulting silicon nanostructures.  (f)  Expanded SEM image showing extremely high fidelity pattern 
replication. 
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Fig. 6:  Under development:  2D array of 55,000 
probes, compatible with standard NSCRIPTOR 
patterning. 

Fig. 7: NanoInk Universal Inkwell™, showing 
etch-isolated microwells provide selective ink 
delivery.

and registration.  (Estimated throughput exceeds 107 
μm2/hr.)  Further, NanoInk has commercially available 
microfluidic Inkwells (Fig. 7) to accomplish selective 
inking of tips.  Vertical etching for microwell isolation 
prevents unintentional ink wicking and cross-
contamination. 

While such passive pen arrays are valuable for the 
fabrication of identical structures in parallel, lithography of 
differentiated designs requires probes that can be 
individually contacted with or retracted from the target 
substrate.  NanoInk is currently developing just such an 
array:  Active Pens™.  Actuation is achieved using a 
thermal bimorph technique that bends the cantilever and 
extends the tip toward the substrate.  This individual 
actuation capability makes the NSCRIPTOR a true multi-pen 
nano-plotter. 

NanoInk is also working with industrial partners to 
develop photomask repair solutions.  Defects in 
photomasks can cost the semiconductor industry up to 
$750k for a complete set (12-15 masks), and  NanoInk has 
developed proprietary techniques using DPN as a precise 
additive method to directly repair phase-shift photomasks. 

Finally, NanoInk is working with pharmaceutical 
partners to provide a brand protection solution.  Drug 
counterfeiting costs the pharmaceutical industry billions 
annually, but NanoInk has developed an undetectable, 
covert, unit-level and package-level brand protection 
approach using its patented nanofabrication technology.  
Satisfying all of these criteria, NanoInk‘s multi-level 
method provides a highly effective brand protection 
solution. 

 
4 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

 
In less than 7 years since its discovery, Dip Pen 

Nanolithography has proven capable of patterning a variety 
of materials such as metal precursors, sol-gel oxides (SiO2, 
Al2O3, SnO2) and (magnetic) nanoparticles on a variety of 
substrates, including Si or GaAs wafers.  DPN-deposited 
patterns have been used as a resist in an etching step or as a 
template to form thick nanostructures, and further 
applications include novel biological assay techniques, 
conductive metal nanostructures, combinatorial arrays, 
templating techniques, and carbon nanotube manipulation.  
Current industrial development includes photomask repair 
technologies and brand protection.  Because DPN works in 

ambient conditions, its offers a significant advantage for 
materials that are environmentally sensitive or incompatible 
with existing microfabrication techniques, such as 
biomolecules, conductive polymers, or ceramics (i.e. for  
 
sensors and molecular electronics).  In effect, a whole DPN 
“toolkit” has been built, one that interfaces the inorganic 
with the organic, the world of microelectronics with the 
world of biochemistry and polymers.   Considering this, and 
the range of inks available, DPN has a substantial role to 
play in NanoBio, Nanofabrication, materials discovery and 
rapid device prototyping. 
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